
  MOBILE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
(FOR ANDROID)

(continued)

Intellix Mobile allows you to perform a variety of functions in Intellix through your mobile device. To set up Intellix 
Mobile you must enroll into Intellix, set up your token, and install the Intellix Mobile app on your mobile device. 
The following instructions describe how to set up the mobile soft token and use it with the Intellix Mobile app on 
an Android device. If you use an iPhone, please refer to the instructions for iOS.  

Installing the Intellix Mobile App

 1.  Using your mobile device, navigate to the  
Play Store.

 3. Click Install.  4. Click the app to open Intellix Mobile.

 2.  Search for Intellix and select the Capital One 
Intellix Mobile app.



 5.  During the setup process you will be asked to confirm certain information:

  a.  Confirm your location (this is the first of two location confirmations that are required by law).

  b.  Confirm your phone number – this is an optional step, but allows you to directly contact Client 
Solutions

  c.  Confirm your location again (Required).

 6. Click Done. The Intellix Mobile app is now installed on your device.



Intellix Enrollment and Mobile Soft Token setup

 1.  Once you receive the email or text message from Capital One, click the link provided from your 
mobile device.

 2. Once the link opens, click Confirm Device.  3. Enter your Intellix Password.



 4. Select one of the following

  a.  Open with Intellix Mobile. This will associate your token with Intellix Mobile, so that it will be 
automatically included at login and other functions that require the token code. If you choose this 
option, continue to step 5.

  b.  Open with RSA SecurID. This will install the token but will not automatically associate it with Intellix 
Mobile, requiring you to copy/paste the token each time you need it (see below. This selection 
completes the installation.

  c.  DO NOT select “Open with Chrome.”

 5. Click Yes to import your token.  6.  The following message appears, confirming 
that the import was successful.
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The token has been successfully imported and associated with your Intellix Mobile app. It will automatically be 
included when you log in to Intellix Mobile or perform any functions (such as payment approvals) that require the 
token code. 

If you did not choose to associate the token with the Intellix Mobile app  
(“Open with RSA SecurID” in step 4 above), you can still copy and paste the  
mobile soft token code into the Intellix Mobile app. 

1. Open the RSA SecurID app on your phone.

2. Hold your finger over the token and select copy.

3. Navigate to the Intellix Mobile app and enter your User Name and Password.

4. Paste the token after your password.

5. Tap Sign In.

Using a Hard Token or PC-based Token with Intellix Mobile

If you use a hard token or PC-based token, when you log in to Intellix Mobile, type in the code displayed on your 
token to log in and perform other token-enabled functions, such as approving payments.


